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Environmental Factor represent challenge to human being in fulfilling its requirement, and here 

role a stand-out technology progressively. Existence a different is same technology in place will 

bring effect of which not yet is same of course. Because basically different environment will bear 

different comments to various different problem also. Thereby, society individual which live in 

an environment will have different culture, such as those which mirror in patterns life of them. 

Therefore, change of environment promoting new alternatives to solve problem accomplishment 

of requirement of human being, having tendency to change life pattern an society. Pursuant to 

some breakdown of above mentioned analysis, researcher interest to check furthermore into 

research form with title: Social Study Impact of Development Of PLTU Paiton To Society In 

Countryside of Bhinar District Of Paiton Sub-Province of Probolinggo. Target of this research is 

wishing to know how social impact that happened effect of existence of development of PLTU to 

society in Countryside of Bhinar District Of Paiton Sub-Province of Probolinggo. 

This research pertained at descriptive research type with approach qualitative. execution of 

research conducted by in Society Countryside of Bhinar RT.09 RW.05 District Of Paiton Sub-

Province of Probolinggo with its amount of him counted 46 people of responder.metode its data 

collecting is conducted by using observation, interview, and enquette of a documentation. nalyse 

its data use data analysis qualitative by using method qualitative this researcher convince of and 

trust can and analyse about social impact from existence of development of PLTU Paiton. 

Result of this research of showing that social impact that happened at countryside society of 

Bhinar after existence of development of PLTU Paiton seen from some aspect like : economic 

aspect, existence of PLTU Paiton can open opportunity of is effort informal sector which in the 

form of booth, house board with, photostat service, telephone-shop, computer rental and also 

other business unit. This matter also happened in other effort area for example at effort board 

with and merchant which many there are in this area. Society in Countryside of Bhinar this most 

town outsider have requirement to clothes especially related to clothes and accomplishment of 

requirement eat. With existence of accretion in the form of finansial, they even also start can cast 

aside some of earnings of them, that is for the sake of education of its childs. Its meaning that 

Countryside society of Bhinar have started to think of about saving, though do not all family can 

cast aside earnings of monthly them to be saved, but most of they start to think of about family 

saving so that wait if its childs start to require the expense of superordinate or many, they have 

owned fund reserve which can be taken and exploited. 

Negative impact of economic aspect of existence of PLTU Paiton in life of them is the increasing 

of resulted air pollution of secretory dioxide carbon of smoke hole of PLTU Paiton, despitefully 

the happening of make-up of accident of traffic effect of change of road;street condition which 

unfavourable initialy many holey become asphalt so that high vehicle traffic enough noise, 

etcetera. Decreasing of it wide of land;ground farm able to be made as prop of air atmosfir, loss 

of some component of biofisik, economic, generated culture or social from project of which wish 



to be woke up. 

Positive Impact of Social Aspect. Logical Consequence of development of this PLTU Paiton it is 

of course bring positive impact and negative impact to countryside society. etymologically, 

hence impact mean collision, collision or smash-up. Therefore social impact can be interpreted 

as collision of social, social smash-up or social collision. That thing mean, that in situations of 

happened certain social of collisions, smash-ups and or collisions. Collision that happened is 

culture collision especially assessed by culture is negativity by society. Negative impact of social 

aspect is to expanding prostitution it, the hoisterous of marrying contract and do religion marry 

and also circulation of liquor which do not be controlled. Initialy, prostitution only having a nest 

in area of Paiton so called of field area shoot and in so called Besuki of Eagle. After awaking up 

of PLTU Paiton, in this area start to expand 15 prostitution booth in each location. Norms form 

which digressing the for example: religion norm and norm punish each of 7,04 %, custom norm 

and each ethics 22,22 %, courtesy norm 18,5 % and which replying others 22,22%. 

Positive Impact of Psychological Aspect from existence of development of PLTU Paiton is 

society like because opening of opportunity of job or activity with the meaning will be able to 

earnings improving. and storey;level prosperity of their life. Negative Impact of Psychological 

Aspect from existence of development of PLTU Paiton is less or inexistence admission filling of 

spare time time and medium of recreation. Recreation and admission filling of spare time time 

represent basal requirement to life and also subsistence of someone. Recreation and admission 

filling of spare time time have important function to give balance in life of someone. Someone 

need refreshing of idea burden and heavy responsibility and also exemption routine atmosphere, 

is same continuous and also feel saturatedly. Except that, recreation and admission filling of 

spare time time also represent one of the activity to give satisfaction of requirement or desires of 

someone.  

 


